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OCB DUES STRUCTURE & SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

Ontario Sales / Volume (HL) Rate Calculated
0-500 $600 Flat Fee

500-1000 $1,200 Flat Fee

1000-5000 $1.17 on next 4,000 HL

5000-15000 $0.99 on next 10,000 HL

15000-40000 $0.27 on next 25,000 HL

>40000 $0.02 on volume over 40,000 HL

Note: New Member pay Entrance Fee equal to their first year’s dues. This Fee is not prorated.

SAMPLE 1: New Operating Brewer Selling 300 HL 
$600 Flat Fee for volume between 0 - 500 HL 
$600 Entrance Fee Equal to One Year’s Dues 
$1,200 Total Membership Dues for 2018 Fiscal Year 
________ Year 

SAMPLE 2: Returning Operating Brewer Selling 500 HL 
$600 Flat Fee for volume between 0 - 500 HL 
$600 Total Membership Dues for 2018 Fiscal 
________ Year

SAMPLE 3: Operating Brewer Selling 1,800 HL 
$1,200 Flat Fee for volume between 500 - 1,000 HL 
$936 (1,800 HL - 1,000 HL) x $1.17 
$2,136 Total Membership Dues for 2018 Fiscal Year 
________ Year

SAMPLE 4: Operating Brewer Selling 17,000 HL 
$1,200 Flat Fee for volume between 500 - 1,000 HL 
$4,680 (5,000 HL - 1,000 HL) x $1.17 
$9,900 (15,000 HL - 5,000 HL) x $0.99 
$540 (17,000 HL - 15,000 HL) x $0.27 
$16,320 Total Membership Dues for 2018 Fiscal Year 
________ Year

NOTES:

1  If joining late in the year it may be possible to obtain a reduced rate for the annual dues, but the one time 
Entrance Fee cannot be reduced. Adjustments need prior approval from Finance Committee

2  For returning Operating Brewers the dues are based on the volumes from the previous year association fiscal 
2018 dues would be based on the 2016 calendar year volumes

3  For new members that have been operating for more than one year, the previous year’s volume can be used 
for their dues calculations. If they are in start-up mode, the dues will be based on their volume forecast for  
the current year and will be adjusted at year-end if actuals are significantly higher than estimates

4 Brewery In Planning members pay the same fees as Operating Brewers
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The strength of Ontario Craft Brewers is based on a passion to rekindle and keep alive 
the spirit of traditional brewing. Throughout history, breweries have been an integral 
part of their local communities and the beer produced has reflected the pride, passion 
and personality of the brewer and the community.

Brewing in smaller, single purpose batches, and within accepted craft product quality 
guidelines, Ontario Craft Brewing artisans brew traditional styles of beer. They are 
inspired by thousands of years of brewing history to create new taste adventures using  
a variety of natural ingredients and innovative recipes.

Local beer crafted by the creative, enthusiastic, community-oriented Ontario Craft 
Brewers will provide great enjoyment to all who share the experience.

COMMITMENT TO OUR BREWING PHILOSOPHY
We, the Ontario Craft Brewers, continually strive to improve quality and honour 
traditional craft brewers through a replication of time-honored brewing styles and a 
commitment to this Brewing Philosophy.

We continue to be inspired by their example and remain committed to individual 
expression to create high quality, innovative, and unique beers. The result is a variety of 
distinctive, flavourful styles and taste profiles that appeal to beer lovers with a sense of 
discovery and adventure.

Local means fresh. Great taste and quality are always at the forefront of  
Ontario Craft Beer.

Local, small batch brewing and a freshness guarantee are just the beginning. All Ontario 
Craft Brewers also pledge to brew naturally with malt and other grains, not wort extract, 
as a foundation for their beers, maintaining authenticity to traditional styles, and using 
only all natural, pure ingredients. There are no chemical additives, fillers or preservatives 
in OCB craft beers.

All Ontario Craft Brewers’ beers are brewed in single purpose batches and once they 
are fully fermented, a Craft Brewer does not dilute, blend, or manipulate their beer 
unless it is to enhance rather than lighten the flavour. The primary source of fermentable 
sugars is derived from the grains used in the brewing process. Non-malt sugar sources, 
spices and other ingredients are sometimes used to accentuate flavour and add to the 
distinctiveness of the beer.
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Cask and barrel aged beers are great examples of the enhancement of flavour with the 
addition of such ingredients as dry hopping, vanilla beans or residual bourbon flavours 
providing wonderful nuances to a beer.

Ontario Craft Brewers currently produce over 450 unique brands based on either 
traditional brewing styles such as Pilsner, Vienna-style Lager, Munich Dunkel, Weiss 
Beer, Nut Brown Ale, Bitters, Imperial Stout or the very innovative styles such as Hemp, 
Cranberry Wheat, Caskconditioned Lager, Mead, Coffee Porter. Note: malt beverages are 
not considered to be craft beers.

All of the Ontario Craft Brewers have pledged to share their ever-growing base of 
knowledge through participation in their own Technical Committee and its ongoing 
education program.

Ontario’s passionate brewers pride themselves on being part of their community, 
providing jobs in cities and towns throughout the province. With their finely crafted 
brews, they bring awareness to the historical events of a region, its people and the 
unique elements that reinforce local pride in their communities.

With more than 80 enthusiastic, innovative brewers working together, the Ontario Craft 
Brewers are committed to building Ontario as a North American centre of excellence for 
craft brewing.

DEFINITION OF AN ONTARIO CRAFT BREWER
Ontario Craft Brewers (OCB) are local and defined as:

SMALL Most Ontario Craft Brewers are small and many are family-owned. The current 
maximum size of an Ontario Craft Brewer is 400,000 hectolitres of annual worldwide 
beer production.

INDEPENDENT Independently owned and is not significantly controlled by a beer 
company who does not qualify as an Ontario Craft Brewer.

TRADITIONAL Pledge to brew traditional and innovative beers according to the Ontario 
Craft Brewers’ Brewing Philosophy. The original Philosophy was signed on April 12, 2006 
and was updated in September 2013. It is set out on this page.

Ontario Craft Brewers must produce at least 80% of their Ontario sales in their Ontario 
brewery, close to the markets and the communities they serve. The breweries are open 
to the public, other brewers and beer enthusiasts.
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MEMBERSHIP CLASSIFICATIONS (TYPES)  
& DEFINITIONS POLICY
Membership Policy Document
Introduction

This document is intended for general public use. Some material is set out in the By-
laws, the remainder is Board Policy. Capitalized terms are taken from the By-laws and or 
defined in this policy document.

Structure of Policy

This policy document is structured to cover the most common cases of membership 
interest.

There are new business models being invented frequently. Rather than trying to predict 
them all, it was decided to frame some a general policy direction and have the Board 
make rulings if a membership request falls too far from the theme of the general policy.

When new patterns appear, the Board can modify the policy, as it has in the past.

Many of the defined terms come from the By-laws and all are capitalized when used in 
the policy. The policy is written in layman’s terms. Some of the definitions taken from 
the By-lays have more technical definitions. Those technical definitions are shown in the 
Appendix and are directly copied from the By-laws.

OCB Brand

The Association has built a brand called “Ontario Craft Brewers”. The term is now seen 
repeatedly in the media, in government documents, in speeches, in retail bulkheads 
etc. Everything we do is intended to strengthen that brand. The seal is a key part of the 
brand.

Inclusiveness and Stewardship

Part of the brand character is the theme of inclusiveness. Also there is a related need to 
be good stewards of Government funding by being as inclusive as possible in developing 
the industry.
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Speaking with one voice for all Ontario Craft Brewers keeps it simple for Government 
and helps us to be more effective in our desire to help anyone seriously interested in 
Craft Brewing.

Ontario Craft Brewers Association (OCB)

An association of Craft Brewery Owners and related people, all of whom subscribe to 
the OCB Brewing Philosophy and wish to share, help and grow the Ontario Craft Brewing 
Industry, with the overall vision of making Ontario a North American Center for Craft 
Brewing Excellence.

A key objective is to have a Craft Brewery in every town and city in Ontario.

Another is to have a place at the table for any person, group or business who is 
genuinely interested in Craft Brewing and in developing the Ontario Craft Brewing 
Industry. That Industry is largely composed of Ontario Craft Breweries.

Another is to foster the production of world-class, quality craft beer and a vibrant craft 
beer community across the province. This includes a strong, ongoing commitment to 
excellence in product quality.

Lastly, to be sustainable as an organization, in terms of finance, brand equity, member 
engagement and participation.

DEFINITIONS
Common Meaning of Craft Brewery
Most people believe a Craft Brewer is small, independent, local and uses traditional 
brewing methods with a big focus on taste quality and variety. This simple definition is 
used on our website to accompany the OCB Brewing Philosophy.

Most consumers envision open breweries where they can meet the brewer and see the 
process. They believe that there is philosophy and culture of openness and collaboration 
that permeates the entire industry. Brewers are a significant contributor to the local food 
movement.

That description fits the type of brewery that has built the OCB brand and that is eligible 
to be full voting member in OCB. Our Brewing Philosophy which all members must sign 
elaborates on these themes and outlines brewing practices in more detail.

Craft Beer: beer brewed according to the OCB Brewing Philosophy.

Operating Brewery: Is a bricks and mortar brewery which has all brewing aspects 
beginning with malt and ending with packaged beer with a valid Excise Licence and 
Ontario Manufacture’s Licence.

Ontario Craft Brewery: Ontario Operating Brewery which meets the following 
conditions:

•  Worldwide Production Volume is under 400,000 HL. see “Annual Brews” definition. This 
volume number does not include co-packing volume.

•  No more than 10% owned or controlled by a brewer or another beverage alcohol 
manufacturer that is over 400,000 HL in Worldwide Production. Both public and private 
companies can join by providing and undertaking that they comply with this condition.



•  At least 75% of its Annual Worldwide Production Volume is brewed according to the 
Ontario Craft Brewing Philosophy

•  At least 70% of its Annual Ontario Sales Volume is brewed in its Owned Brewery Facility 
and the remainder is brewed at one or more Member Brewing Facilities

• 80% of its Ontario Annual Sales is produced in Ontario

Other Membership Conditions

• Agrees to follow all the Policies and By-laws of OCB (OSBA)including

 • Dues policy 
 • Code of conduct

• Signs on to the OCB Brewing Philosophy for all Craft Designated Beer

•  Agrees to an ongoing QA program as specified and updated from time to time by the 
Board.

•  Agrees to include ingredient labelling on packaging and/or on the brewery website, to a 
level of detail as specified and updated by the Board from time to time.

• Agrees to share data on a confidential basis.

Contract Brewery: similar to an Ontario Craft Brewery but which contracts out 30% or 
more of its sales volume to one or more Ontario Craft Breweries.

Contract Brewers were eligible to join if they brewed at a Member Brewing facility since 
the association was formed in 2003. At the AGM in Sept 2015 it was agreed that this 
practice be reviewed.

Currently contract brewers are not eligible for any membership unless they are planning 
to build a brewery soon. See next Definition. Those few existing contract brewing 
members who were not planning on building soon, were informally grandfathered for an 
as of yet, undetermined period of time.

The policy continues to be under review.

Ontario Contract Brewery in Planning: contract brewery that can commit to building an 
Ontario Craft Brewery in two years with an additional one-year extension if approved by 
the Board. Also all of its contracted volume is with an OCB Member Brewing Facility.

Other Membership Conditions

•  Use of seal comes with conditions and may require an integrated graphic indication 
“associate member” or possibly “brewery in planning”.

 They will not portray themselves to consumers as brewing Beer that is in fact not 
brewed at their own brewing facility.

  They will clearly indicate on their website that they are brewing at a host brewery or 
breweries. The OCB website and formal OCB communications will also indicate this.

  They will make reasonable efforts to advise consumers that they are a Contract 
Brewery in Planning when asked or requested.
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Brewpub: a traditional brewpub that does not have a license to sell in retail channels or 
to take home customers.

Other Membership Conditions

 Referred to as Brewpub not Ontario Craft Brewery 
 Identified as Brewpub on all consumer facing OCB material TBD

Note: a brewer with a manufacturers license with an attached licensee is not considered 
a Brewpub.

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP TYPES
Full OCB Member… a member of OCB that has voting rights and access to all of OCB’s 
programs, information, meetings etc.

Associate OCB Member… a member of OCB that has no voting rights but does have 
access to some or all of OCB resources, functions, events, information etc. All associate 
members will be clearly identified in all consumer facing communications and will 
follow the principles of openness and transparency in all their activities.

Associate OCB Membership Types… associate members can have a number of 
Membership Types with various groupings of benefits and responsibilities depending on 
their desire, business model and structure.

Full OCB Membership:
Ontario Craft Brewery

 All Ontario Craft Breweries are eligible, subject to Board approval. 
 Requirements as set out above 
 All benefits available

Associate Membership Types:
Ontario Contract Brewer in Planning

 All Ontario Contract Brewers in Planning are eligible subject to Board approval 
 Requirements as set out above 
 All benefits but no voting rights or naming as a Craft Brewery

Non-Retail Ontario Craft Brewpubs

 All Non-Retail Ontario Craft Brewpubs are eligible 
 All general conditions of Ontario Craft Brewer 
 All benefits but no lobbying for Non-Craft Brewery issues
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CLASS TYPE DUES BENEFITS COMMENTS

Voting Member Ontario Craft Brewer Basic Access to everything

Associate  
Member  
(non voting)

OCB Contract Brewery  
in Planning Basic Access to everything

Brewpub Basic Access to everything No GR lobbying

Contract Brewer Ineligible to join directly

Suppliers TBD - see Suppliers  
Directory

Individuals TBD

Information Only TBD

OCB MEMBERSHIP CLASSIFICATIONS



QMS GUIDELINES

November 17, 2009

To Brewery Presidents and Technical Contacts:

Included with this letter are the final QMS Guidelines for OCB members to use at their 
discretion. Actually, we hope that all brewers will implement an internal quality control 
process that meets or exceeds these guidelines, if they have not already done so. In other 
words, the guidelines are completely voluntary. OCB does not guarantee or vouch for their 
implementation in any way. Their implementation is the sole responsibility of the brewer.

Incidentally, as many know the Quebec brewers have produced a very extensive set of quality 
guidelines which they are planning to share with us and we are planning to have translated 
for them. As well, they are considering asking government to add a condition for obtaining 
brewers manufacturing license to the effect that they have a Quality Management System in 
place that meets the Quebec guidelines. This development highlights the importance of each 
brewery reviewing their status and making plans to implement a QMS program of their own.

As Adrian mentioned in his original e-mail, below:

“The intent and scope of this document was NOT to create an encyclopedia of all possible 
methods but rather to serve as a source of important aspects to consider when implementing a 
QMS system.

Just as each brewer is different, no two QMS systems will be exactly alike. It will be up to each 
brewer to use this tool as they see fit.”

The guidelines have been checked with all members extensively and will formally be approved 
by the OCB Board in an upcoming meeting.

Please also remember that the Discovery Pack members’ Participation Agreement will likely 
have a clause added to it which would require all participating brewers to have a QMS process 
in place in order to be in the Discovery Pack. Note that OCB is not enforcing or guaranteeing 
that Discovery Members have a QMS process in place. The Discovery Pack Participation 
Agreement is an agreement only amongst Discovery Pack participants.

The OCB Board would simply be recommending the contents of the participation agreement, 
but they do not guarantee it in any way.
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Gary McMullen, OCB Board Chair Adrian Popowycz, OCB Technical 
Committee Chair

1 – 75 Horner Avenue, Toronto, ON M8Z 4X5  
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MANUAL GUIDELINES
SECTION 1 – INTRODUCTION
Quality Management System (QMS)

QMS is a system for the management and assurance of product quality. Classic QMS 
starts with a strategic statement of the organization’s Quality Policy and Philosophy. 
It then outlines the specific procedures and instructions as to who does what, when, 
where, and how. This includes instructions on how work is performed (i.e. standard 
operating procedures), as well as analytical, microbiological and sensory sampling plans, 
laboratory analytical methods, reporting format, specifications, recipes, corrective 
actions, and periodic post- auditing.

The Ontario Craft Brewers (OCB)

The OCB comprises 90 participating member brewers who are collectively committed 
to identifying and upholding the parameters and practices that differentiate them from 
non-craft brewers and which impart them with an image, reputation, and reality for 
product excellence.

OCB Brewing Philosophy

The strength of the OCB is based on a passion to re-kindle and keep alive the spirit of 
traditional brewing. In this regard, we believe in the following principles:

• Brewing in smaller batches than non-craft brewers

• Adherence to OCB product quality guidelines

• Promotion of true-to-type traditional, and innovative beer styles

• Use of all natural, pure ingredients

• No use of additives or preservatives

• Fermentation to final gravity without dilution

OCB Quality Guidelines

The OCB is committed to mutual sharing of technical information through its ongoing 
education program, with quality standards guaranteed through independent third party 
testing. We believe that member brewers must:

•  Comply with the unique selling propositions (USPs) of craftsmanship, quality, natural 
ingredients, no additives or preservatives, and superior taste.

•  Comply with government regulations pertaining to ingredients, sanitation, labelling 
declarations, and product safety.

•  Ensure products have been evaluated according to a brewer-specific Quality 
Management System (QMS).

•  Comply with the product recipe, in-process and final product specifications, shelf life 
limitations, and recall obligations contained in individual QMS.
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MANUAL GUIDELINES
SECTION 2 – THE COMPANY
Included in this section is a brief summary of the craft-brewery company profile, 
mission, market scope, and volume produced. In addition, an organization chart of key 
management should be mentioned. It is also critically important to briefly articulate the 
following for the benefit of all employees:

Quality Policy

This defines the owner’s commitment to quality in terms of their priority and belief, 
communication to employees, suppliers and fulfillment to consumer expectations.

Products

A brief description of products produced and their flavour profiles.

SECTION 3 – DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS
This section includes an overview description of the physical aspects of the plant facility 
and its equipment in terms of age, capacity, and (optionally) capability and condition. 
This may include such unit operations as:

• Grain Receiving, Transfer system and Storage

• Spent Grain Removal system

• Utilities (electrical, steam, air, CO2 and refrigeration)

• Water and Effluent Treatment

• Brewhouse

• Yeast Management

• Fermentation

• Stabilization, Maturation, and Filtration

• Bright Beer Tanks

• CIP Systems

• Packaging Operations (bottling, canning, kegging)

• Warehousing and Distribution

• Laboratory
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MANUAL GUIDELINES
SECTION 4 – CRITICAL QUALITY CONTROL POINTS
These are areas in the process that are absolutely critical to ensuring finished product 
quality, and require specific focus. This focus can encompass laboratory analysis, as well 
as intense review and authorization to accept and move product to the next step in the 
process. These points vary according to plant size, equipment capability and process 
complexity, but typically include:

1. Cleanliness and integrity of raw material receiving and handling

2. Conversion of starch to fermentable sugars

3. Intensity and length of kettle boil

4. Wort aeration or oxygenation level

5. Yeast purity, integrity and pitching rate

6.  Cleanliness, rinsing and sanitation of fermenting, aging, filtering system,  
and bright beer tanks

7. Fermentation profile (temperature, time, attenuation)

8. Stabilization (maturation, chilling and filtration)

9. Oxygen control and carbonation

10. Analysis, taste testing and approval of bright beer for packaging

11. Microbiological condition of beer for packaging

12. Commercial sterility of packaging containers

13. Air control during filling of packaging containers

14. Control of product age and rotation at the warehouse and retail level
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MANUAL GUIDELINES
SECTION 5 – OPERATING PROCEDURES
This section lists the official, current standard operational procedures to be followed 
by operators in terms of approved steps for each unit operation. The actual operating 
procedures can be incorporated into the brewery QMS, or alternatively kept in a 
separate document. Only current operating procedures can be kept (superseded 
procedures must be destroyed). The importance of this task is to ensure that each 
employee (and manager) has a consistent benchmark to refer to in the event of process 
and quality deviation. Procedures can encompass such areas as:

• Grain Storage and Handling (Milling, weighing)

• Brewing (Mashing, lautering, boiling, trub settling, cooling)

• Yeast Management (Collection, propagation, storage, pitching)

• Fermentation

• Stabilization (including beer cellar maturation standards)

• Sanitation and Housekeeping

• Container (bottles, cans, kegs) washing

• Container Filling and sealing

• Labelling

• Packing and Storage

• Warehousing including product rotation
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MANUAL GUIDELINES
SECTION 6 – QUALITY PROGRAMS
This section lists the desired steps, timing, and protocols for each of the following areas. 
The extent and detail of desired steps is, of course, a function of plant size, complexity, 
affordability, and manpower capability:

1. ANALYTICAL SAMPLING PLAN AND SPECIFICATIONS (in-process* and finished product 
(Beer and water only. Grain, hop suppliers provide analysis)

a. Basic

 i. Alcohol (% by volume)
 ii. Specific Gravity, Apparent, Real Extract*
 iii. pH*
 iv. Conversion test for starch to sugar (Iodine Reaction)*
 v. Air*
 vi. Carbon Dioxide*
 vii. Whole and milled malt (visual)*

 viii. ATP bioluminescence test for contaminants

b. Medium – Basic, plus

 i. Sulphur Dioxide

 ii. Colour (wort and beer)

c. Advanced – Basic and Medium, plus

 i. Bitterness Units
 ii. Diacetyl
 iii. Chill and Shelf Stability
 iv. Foam Stability

 v. Milled malt screening*

2. MICROBIOLOGICAL SAMPLING PLAN AND SPECIFICATIONS

a. Basic

 i. ATP test for contaminants (non-specific)*

b. Medium – Basic, plus

 i. Microscopic examination*

c. Advanced – Basic, medium, plus

 i. Aerobic plating (acetobacter, wild yeast etc.)
 ii. Anaerobic plating (rods, cocci)
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MANUAL GUIDELINES
SECTION 6 – QUALITY PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)
3. LABORATORY EQUIPMENT AND METHODS

a. Basic

 i. Distillation apparatus, pycnometer for alcohol analysis

 ii. Saccharometer

 iii. Refractometer

 iv. Misc. Flasks, thermometers, Coors plate (iodine test)

 v. pH meter

 vi. Zahm & Nagel instrument for air, CO2

b. Medium – Basic, plus

 i. Water bath for forcing shelf tests

 ii. Microscope

c. Advanced – Basic and Medium, plus

 i. Spectrophotometer for colour, bitterness units, SO2

 ii. Beer Analyzer (density, alcohol, extract)

 iii. Dissolved oxygen meter

 iv.  Micro plating ware, gram scale, media, haemocytometer (yeast counting), 
laminar flow hood, autoclave, misc. Lab glassware, centrifuge

 v. Refrigerator

 vi. Membrane filtration system

 vii. Aerobic/anaerobic incubator

 viii. Milled malt mechanical sieves

4. SENSORY SAMPLING PLAN AND PROGRAM

a. Basic

 i. Malt, water, hops (sensory, visual examination)

 ii. Pour test (visual assessment of head)

 iii. Sensory evaluation (end fermentation, bright beer, finished)

b. Medium – Same as basic

c. Advanced – Basic, medium, plus

 i. Sensory evaluation (duo and triangular tasting with trained tasters).

5. RAW MATERIAL (MALT, ADJUNCTS, HOPS, WATER) SPECIFICATIONS

6. SANITATION, PEST CONTROL AND HOUSEKEEPING

7. LIST OF APPROVED PRODUCT, CLEANING MATERIALS AND THEIR SUPPLIERS

8. PRODUCT CODING, CONSUMER COMPLAINTS AND PRODUCT RECALL PROCEDURES
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MANUAL GUIDELINES
SECTION 7 – AUDIT PROGRAM
The success of any QMS depends on how effective it is executed and adhered to. 
Periodic audits (semi-annually or annually) are vital ways to assess if all is well. Most 
audits are conducted by an independent third party, or at least, someone who is not in 
a compromising position. The results of each audit should include a rating system, and 
identify non-conformances. Results should be reported verbally to each department, 
with a written report to the owner/management.

SECTION 8 – REPORTING SYSTEMS
There are many reasons for maintaining vital technical records including internal process 
trend monitoring, management awareness, and regulatory commitments. The challenge 
is to focus on what’s essential and not get drawn into the proverbial bureaucratic* paper 
wars. Once again, reports are a function of plant volume, complexity, and management 
demand for information (daily, weekly, monthly). Such reports can include:

•  Quality activities and issues (out of spec., problems, incidents, comments, losses, 
breakdowns etc.)

• Inventory and material usage statistics

• Analytical test results

• Microbiological test results

• Sensory taste panel results

* Reporting systems can be designed to include coloured zones that highlight at a 
glance when product parameters meet specification, provide a warning when they 
start to go out of control, and non-conformance of a product parameter to acceptable 
specification ranges.

SECTION 9 – APPENDICES
Optional sections may also include product recipes, product in-process specification 
parameters, finished product specifications, microbiological specifications, glossary of 
technical terms, training standards, and external consulting laboratories.
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